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Many Christians step out on “faith” only to be disappointed because they don’t
know their covenant rights through scripture. You can be a good person with a
Word from God to fly an airplane; stepping out on faith with the intent to fly an
airplane with no instruction will yield disappointing results much like our lives in
certain areas…we are grounded on our proverbial tarmacs because of our
unwillingness to study the instructions to fly (to live).
When we "step out on faith" and we fail, for most of us we record it in our minds
and try to become better from the experience. But if the pain of failure is deep
enough it can cause a spirit of fear, which can cripple our faith, thus cause us
not to be in a place of pleasing God. Even worse is when we think we are living
by faith when fear has our faith by the neck, squeezing the life out of our faith,
existing as carnal Christians.
God wants us to grow from faith to FAITH, not from faith to fear.
Ø Job gives us insight to show us what happened to him is what he most
feared! This is a life principle and faith can be substituted for fear.
Job 3:25-26 (Living Bible, TLB)
25 What I always feared has happened to me. 26 I was not fat and lazy, yet trouble struck me
down.”
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God wants us to grow from faith to FAITH!
Romans 1:17 (Amplified Bible, AMP)
17 For in the Gospel a righteousness which God ascribes is revealed, both springing from faith and
leading to faith [disclosed through the way of faith that arouses to more faith]. As it is written, The
man who through faith is just and upright shall live and shall live by faith.
Romans 1:16-17 (New King James Version, NKJV)
16 For I am not ashamed of the gospel of Christ, for it is the power of God to salvation for everyone
who believes, for the Jew first and also for the Greek. 17 For in it the righteousness of God is
revealed from faith to faith; as it is written, “The just shall live by faith.”
Your faith will be tested…it is part of the maturing process.
James 1:2-4 (NKJV)
2 My brethren, count it all joy when you fall into various trials, 3 knowing that the testing of your
faith produces (brings out endurance and steadfastness) patience. 4 But let patience have its
perfect work, that you may be perfect and complete, lacking nothing.
This time it can work; Grow healthy:
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willfully
skillfully
thankfully
thoughtfully/truthfully/soberly
wisely
faithfully
patiently
lovingly
strongly
prayerfully
supernaturally
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